
#

13

Captain

Yes

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6027 220 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

TAPES VIEWED 2016: HOU 10/24, @OAK 11/6, @TEN 12/11, NE 12/18, @KC 12/25

2nd-year QB who has started 8 of 14 games, including 14 of 14 in 2016. Missed two games due to injury and played

through a sprained left foot Week 14 vs. Tennessee. Second season under OC Rick Dennsion and HC Gary Kubiak’s

offensive system that emphasizes a zone-running scheme with heavy play-action and bootlegs built off of it. Supported by

one of the worst running games in the league (6th worst in YPG, 4th worst in YPC), and a generally below average

offensive line. Slight frame with solid height, weight, and hand size, and adequate AA with solid lateral agility, balance

and quickness. Good accuracy between the numbers on short to intermediate routes such as Slants, Digs, Comebacks, and

in-breaking routes that carry targets across the field horizontally. Good arm strength between the numbers and up the

seam to drive the ball and fit it between defenders up to approximately 15-20 yards downfield. Solid decision-making,

agility, fluidity and balance to execute bootlegs and play-action roll outs and to make throws on the run on designed

movement. Solid mental processing and decision-making on Low-High and ½ field reads when he can get the ball out

quickly. Solid ability to extend plays and buy time laterally by bailing out of the pocket parallel to the LOS at the top of his

drop. Adequate accuracy and arm strength in the short to intermediate outside the numbers on Outs and Comebacks,

struggles to get the ball there at all and even when able to he isn’t able to drive the ball with force and gets worse the

closer throws have to get to the sideline. Forces WR’s to turn back inside to make the catch on their inside hip as their

momentum carries them to the sideline on Outs. Often is forced to shuffle and “cheat” towards the direction he wants to

throw to in order to get the ball there, particularly outside the numbers, and is unable to stand in the center of the pocket

at the top of his drop and drive the ball to all areas of the field. Adequate accuracy and marginal arm strength downfield

more than 20 yards and outside the numbers, deep balls tend to float with air under them and allow DB’s to recover.

Marginal ability to drive the ball to the sideline from the opposite hash on a variety of routes. Adequate poise and overall

decision making under pressure, has a tendency to unload the ball into heavy coverage to his top WR’s and risk INT’s

instead of throwing the ball away or finding an open check down target. Adequate physical toughness when pressured,

often unloads the ball off his back foot and fading away without stepping into the throw when anticipating a hit, which

negatively affects his accuracy. Adequate mental processing to identify free rushers and adequate quickness and play

strength to make them miss 1-on-1 to extend plays. Adequate climbing the pocket to avoid the rush, doesn’t often attempt

to do it when available and when he does he often works his way into the path of an interior rusher. Adequate fluidity

and quickness on improvised movement out of the pocket. Adequate play strength to absorb contact and stay on his feet

or to drive throws as the pocket collapses with trash around his feet. Adequate overall competitive toughness to compete

vs. all levels of competition, and adequate mental toughness to make plays in critical moments in the red zone, 3rd down

and late in games. Backup QB who you can in spite of due to his accuracy in the short to intermediate between the

numbers and ability to effectively execute bootlegs, roll outs, and ½ field and Low-High reads. Marginal arm strength and

adequate accuracy outside the numbers and deep downfield limits his ability to threaten all levels of the field and

restricts the full potential of any offense that he runs. Needs a strong running game and defense to lean on in order to

consistently win games. 

KEY STATS 2015: Played one snap as a rookie, didn’t attempt a pass; 2016: 3401 passing yards (24th in the 

league), 18 passing TD’s (23rd in the league), 59.5 completion % (25th in the league), 10 INT’s, 28 

rushes for 57 yards, 2 fumbles lost. 

MEASURABLES

BEST Accuracy and Arm Strength between the Numbers in the Short to Intermediate, Low to High Reads 

WORST
 Arm Strength/Accuracy Deep and to the Sideline, Physical Toughness, Play Strength in the Pocket, 

Poise 

 PROJECTION

Backup QB who you can in spite of due to his accuracy in the short to intermediate between the 

numbers and ability to effectively execute bootlegs, roll outs, and ½ field and Low-High reads. 

Marginal arm strength and adequate accuracy outside the numbers and deep downfield limits his 

ability to threaten all levels of the field and restricts the full potential of any offense that he runs. 

Needs a strong running game and defense to lean on in order to consistently win games. 

SCHEME FIT
Scheme that emphasizes the short to intermediate passing game and a team that has a strong 

running game and defense to keep him from being forced into winning games on his own. 

SUMMARY

INJURIES
2015: NA; 2016: Left Shoulder (Missed 1 Game – Week 5); Sprained Left Foot (Missed 1 Game – 

Week 13) 

Northwestern (ILNW)

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played Games Started Games Won Winning % Positions Started

15 14 8 57% QB

15 - 7th  - DEN Denver Broncos

QB Siemian, Trevor 12/26/91 (25) Hatzipanagiotis, Joseph 

COLLEGE YEAR - RD - TEAM TEAM 
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PLAYER INFO

Pro Position(s) Prospect (Last, First) DOB (Age) Scout Name (Last, First) 


